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About NSS
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The National Service Scheme (NSS) is a public service program of Govt. of India and
conducted by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports of the Government of India.
Popularly known as NSS, the scheme was launched in Gandhi’s Centenary year in 1969. It
was aimed at developing student's personality through community service. NSS is a
voluntary association of young people in Colleges, Universities and at 10+2 level
working for a campus-community (especially in villages) linkage. NSS Day is celebrated
on 24th September every year.
NSS is a program to create social consciousness, solidarity, and dignity among students
through community service. The idea behind NSS was to utilize the energy of youths of
school and college students for the improvement of society and to channelize the extra
time of youths in the welfare of mankind. NSS volunteers are always ready to serve the
nation.

"NOT ME BUT YOU"
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NSS of GCECT
NSS in GCECT was started a long time ago. But from 2017 NSS GCECT is working
actively for the development of society and the personal development of students as
well.
NSS unit of GCECT provided self-karate training, yoga classes for the self-defense and
make students healthy and fit.
Also to spread awareness NSS unit organized awareness rallies, awareness programs by
guest lecturers, conducted quizzes, speech, debates etc. NSS voluteers worked in slum
areas for the development and also distributed some study, drawing materials to
children. Free eye checking camp was organized by GCECT, Dr. came from well-known
Susrut Eye Hospital and helped people by free eye checkup. Also, NSS voluteers also
celebrated national and international days like World Environment Day, International
Yoga Day and Women’s Day etc. Also Panel Discussion, Speech, Debate Competitions on
various occasions like birthday of Swami Vivekananda also helped students to improve
their communication skills. To make a plastic free campus NSS voluteers organized Clean
Plastic Program on World Environment Day. Also a Mega Tree Plantation drive was done
by NSS unit of GCECT.
Thus, NSS unit of GCECT has been working for the progress of the society and will
continue to do so. Hopefully our next batches will continue this legacy. 
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NSS : LAKSHYA GEET

उठ�  समा ज के �ल ए उठ�- उठ�
जगे �वरा � के �ल ए जग�-जग�
�वयं सजे वसंुधरा संवा र द� -२
हम उठ�  उठेगा जग हमा रे संग सा �थ य�
हम बढ़� तो सब बढ़�गे अपने आप सा �थ यो
जम� पे आसमा न को उता र द� -2
�वयं सजे वसंुधरा संवा र द�-2
उदा �स य� को �र कर ख़ुशी को बाँ टते चले
गाँ व और शहर क� ��र य� को पा टते चल�
�ा न को �चा र द� �सा र द�
�व �ा नं को �चा र डी इ �सा र दे
�वयं सजे वसंुधरा संवा र द�-2
समथ� बा ल वृ� और ना �र यां रहे सदा
हरे भरे वन� क� शा ल ओढ़ती रहे धरा
तर��क यो क� एक नई कता र द�-2
�वयं सजे वसंुधरा संवा र द�-2
ये जा �त धम� बो �ल याँ बने न शूल रा ह क�
बढा ए बेल �ेम क� अखंडता क� चा ह क�
भा वना से ये चमन �न खा र द�
स�भा वना से ये चमन �न खा र द�
�वयं सजे वसंुधरा संवा द द� -2
उठ�  समा ज के �ल ए उठ�- उठ�
जगे �वरा � के �ल ए जग�-जग�
�वयं सजे वसंुधरा संवा र द� -2

Uthen Samaj Ke Liye Uthen – Uthen,
Jagen Swarashtra Ke Liye Jagen – Jagen
Swayam Saje Vasundhara Sanwar Den-2
Hum Uthen – Uthega jag Hamare Sang
Sathiyo
Hum Badhen To Sab; Badhenge Apne Aap
Sathiyo
Jamin Pe Aasmann Ko Utar Den – 2
Swayam Saje Vasundhara Sanwar Den – 2
Udasiyon Ko Door Kar Khushi Ko Bantte
Chalen
Gao Aur Shahar Ki Duriyo Ko Patte Chalen
Gyan Ko Prachar De Prasar De
Vigyan Ko Prachar De Prasar Den
Swayam Saje Vasundhara Sanwar Den – 2
Samarth Bal Varidh Aur Nariyan Rahen
Sada
Hare Bhare Vano Ki Oudhati Rahe Dhara
Tarakkiyon Ki Ek Nayi Katar Den – 2
Swayam Saje Vasundhara Sanwar Den – 2
Ye Jati Dharam Boliyon Bane No Shool Raah
Ki
Vdhayen Bel Prem Ki Akhandata Ki Chaah
Ki
Bhavana Se ye Chaman Nikhar Den
Swayam Saje Vasundhara Sanwar Den – 2
Uthen Samaj Ke Liye uthen – Uthen
Jagen Swarashtra ke Liye Jagen – Jagen
Swyam Saje Vasundhara Sanwar Den – 2
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From Principal's Desk

The Government College of Engineering and Ceramic Technology is an
institute of higher learning offering B.Tech program in Ceramic Technology,
Information Technology and Computer Science and Engineering.  M.Tech and
Ph.D programs are also introduced in Ceramic Technology and Information
Technology. The institute was established in 1941. The alumni of the institute,
the flag bearers, are successful in their professional career and social lives.  
This has been possible due to the unique curriculum introduced and great
dedication of all stakeholders of the institute.
The institute has a system of nurturing the talents of the students. Other than
academics, students are also nurtured to become complete human being with
sense of responsibility for the society.  
The NSS unit of the institute is very actively involved in many activities for the
benefit of the institute and members of the society.  The volunteers of NSS are
trying to generate awareness on many issues that can make the society happy
and healthy. The outcome of the activities of the NSS unit of the institute is
visible in many areas. They could literate the slum dwellers about good habit
for hygiene and better living.
They regularly spread messages for pollution free environment and other
issues pertaining to environment, good health etc. wish that the activities of
the NSS unit of the institute will increase many folds and spread in other
directions in near future. This will establish a rigid bond between society and
the institute.
   

Prof. Krishnendu Chakrabarty,
Principal of GCECT
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From Program officer's Desk

Mr. Bimal Pal,
NSS Program Officer of

GCECT
NSS Unit of Govt. College of Engineering and Ceramic Technology is actively
running since August 2017. Orientation Program of NSS was started in the
presence of Regional Director of NSS Ms Sarita Patil on 30th August,2017.
Various activities like Tree Plantation, Awareness Rally, Eye Camp, Self Defence
Training, Yoga Class, International Women's Day Celebration, World
Environment Day Observation, Quizzes etc. are conducted regularly by the NSS
volunteers of Govt. College of Engineering and Ceramic Technology. NSS Unit
also conducts various activities in the slums near our college. Recently NSS
volunteers are taking initiative to communicate their events through various
social platforms. I appreciate the NSS Volunteers for their efforts and wish their
bright future. 
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From Youth Officer of Regional
Directorate of NSS  



M E S S A G E  F R O M  M A K A U T
P R O G R A M  C O - O R D I N A T O R

It is indeed a matter of great pleasure to know that the NSS Unit-Government College
of Engineering and Ceramic Technology is publishing Newsletter on NSS activities.
National service scheme was introduced in 1969 with an objective of developing the
personality and character of the students through voluntary community services. Later
UGC recommended introduction of national service in the academic institutions on a
voluntary basis with a view to developing healthy contacts between the students and
teachers on the one hand and establishing a constructive linkage between the campus
and the community on the other hand. The core activities which the student volunteer
can undertake are in the field of education and literacy, health, family welfare and
nutrition, sanitation and cleanliness, environment conservation, programmes for
improving status of women, disaster relief and rehabilitation, campaigning against
social evils, creating awareness about Flagship Programmes of the Government like
Digital India, Skill India, Promotion of Yoga etc.
It is a matter of pride that NSS Unit at GCECT affiliated to MAKAUT, WB has been
undertaking all the relevant activities with great endeavor and enthusiasm. We hope
that the volunteers of NSS Unit at GCECT will continue their journey towards Atmanirvar
Bharat through various activities as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mohatsav. I wish them all
success in life. Jai Hind.      

DR. MANIK CHANDRA DAS, 
PROGRAM CO-ORDINATOR,

MAKAUT
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S P E C I A L  G U E S T

My best wishes to the youth of NSS on our Independence  Day. Nss  gives an opportunity
where youths can together work towards a common goal to serve our nation. NSS  has
twofold functions, serving the  community and   helping in personal  growth  of youths.  
Unless we serve others we do not appreciate others' needs and situations.
As Swamiji has asked us to put others' needs before ours. Motivation and dedication are the
two driving force. We all need appreciation, acceptance and encouragement. And I
receive all these from my students in abundance. Without you I would  have led a
meaningless existence.
Never belittle yourself. You all have potentials latent in you. Think big, dream big, believe in
your inner strength and your goals will be reached. Social service has challenges. But
working together makes the stumbling blocks less challenging. No effort is too small, no
service is too insignificant. It's for you to motivate others to join nss and work together
towards a common cause. Community service is rewarded with a sense of  satisfaction and
fulfilment.

Following the objective of nss to carry out  social and civic responsibility I hereby humbly
suggest that please dedicate yourselves to stop college ragging altogether. Bengal is
mourning the passing of an innocent and bright student from Nadia district.
As his name suggests, Swapnadeep  reached his dream destination "Jadavpur University".
But brutes and thoughtless seniors squashed all his dreams and aspirations forever.
He could barely save himself from human hyenas.
Please rise to the demand of the day.
Eradicate the evil practice of ragging forever.

GITALI BOSE
COMMUNICATION AND

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TRAINER,

SCOTLAND YARD
TRANSLATOR RETD
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Senior Volunteer 

Before 2021, I didn't know what is NSS actually. But as time passed I came to know
about NSS in my college . It seemed really interesting and I started my NSS journey in
2021 with "RD PARADE" activities. Time by time I participated in awareness rallies,
quizes, tree plantation, yoga, campus cleaning, and so many other activities. But NSS
actually help me to get a lots of connection across the India. After attending two
national events I can say I have connection in almost every state of India.
Also when you work for your nation it always gives a positive vibes and a positive
feeling always gives a energy to do something better. I channelized my extra time in
such social works with the guidance of Prof. Bimal Pal(PROGRAM OFFICER) and now
in my third year of college I realized how NSS helped me to better my communication
skills as well as helped me to develop the mentality of helping others. Thank you NSS.

Swagatam Biswas,
3rd year,CSE
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Volunteer's Talk

Ankita Saha,
3rd year,CSE

When I first joined NSS at 2021, I had no idea what is NSS or what do I have to do or I
wasn't even sure if I want to do it or not. But eventually I started liking this work and
started giving more time on this. I went to Kerala for NIC in 2023, where I came to met
with more people and learnt their works. Those experience inspired me a lot to do
something better for our NSS unit . This year we have started the social media pages of
NSS to showcase our activities all over the India. We want to create a better workplace
for our new volunteers and will request them to devote themselves as much as possible
from their own will. All the best to them and I hope they will make our college proud. I'm
thankful for everything I've ever received from NSS and I'll be grateful to be able to do
atleast something for it.



Before I enrolled at Government College of Engineering and Ceramic
Technology, I had little knowledge about NSS. However, upon joining NSS after
my admission, my life took a remarkable turn. Engaging in various events such
as AIDS rallies, quizzes, and special camps allowed me to not only learn more
about the organization but also contribute to meaningful causes. Participating
in NSS activities provided me with the chance to extend help to those in need.
Being involved in events like AIDS rallies and quizzes helped me develop a
better understanding of the challenges people face and the importance of
spreading awareness. The special camps, in particular, were eye-opening
experiences where I could directly make a positive impact on communities.
Through NSS, I found that helping others not only benefited them but also
helped shape my own character. It taught me valuable lessons about empathy,
teamwork, and the satisfaction that comes from giving back to society. As I
engaged with different people and situations, I learnt to overcome
challenges, communicate effectively, and work towards common goals.
NSS has had a profound impact on my life, transforming me from a student
with limited knowledge about the organization into an active participant who
values community service, personal growth, and contributing positively to
society.

Pijush Nandy
2nd year,CT

Leading Volunteers
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Sanju Das
2nd year,CT

Being part of this organization was a remarkable opportunity for me. I learnt a lot
about professionalism, teamwork, and friendship in this environment. The most
rewarding aspect of my involvement was making a positive difference in the
community. NSS helped me develop my personality and leadership skills. I
appreciate the support and guidance of our core team and our Programme officer
throughout this journey. Finally, I wish the best of luck to the next team. Be generous,
compassionate, and kind to others.
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Rajlakshmi Naskar
2nd year,CT

I think what I got from NSS cannot be put in a few I'm so grateful for myself that I
decided to be an NSS volunteer.
I learnt how better we can be as humans if we can live harmoniously.We are made to
attend camps and the campmates from different backgrounds are made be with us
in performing the assignment tasks .After getting into NSS , i have been in the
forefront in all the activities . I have gained some beautiful souls in my life as a friend
.It helped me to enhance and enrich my intellect as well . I have become more
ambitious.
It taught me to live Life happily and make others Life happier.Help as much as you
can. Be compassionate and be kind to others.

Leading Volunteers



Debarshi Biswas
2nd year,CT

I was One kind of Introvert student, when I was in the College. Then I decided
to join NSS. NSS gives me an extroverted personality and also a developed
mind set to deal with other people with very good behaviour and manner.
NSS helps me a lot to come across so many problems of the state and of
human society, now I am one of them who is very aware of so many problems
and their solutions and the whole credit goes to the NSS.

Sohini Kundu
2nd year,CT

Sometimes I wonder how someone denies the proposal of NSS because it helps
us a lot to determine so many problems and so many decisions. NSS is a part of
life which gives us extrovert characteristic features and also a high resolution
of mindset that deals with each type of problem that we may face in our life

13

Leading Volunteers



Rachana Dey
2nd year,CT

I am a dedicated volunteer of the NSS camp. Given the chance through my
college to participate in this camp, I have wholeheartedly embraced the
opportunity and poured my efforts into its activities. This journey has allowed
me to cultivate invaluable experiences, especially in engaging with children
from underprivileged and middle-class backgrounds. Witnessing firsthand how
these youngsters, who often struggle to voice their knowledge, aspirations, and
dreams, find an avenue for personal growth through this camp, fills me with
immense pride. Being an integral part of this camp is not just a role, but a
source of deep satisfaction and accomplishment.

Arjo Ghosh
2nd year,IT

I, Arjo Ghosh being a member of the National Service Scheme (NSS) can be a
rewarding and fulfilling experience ,I am privelleged to work with them.It
helped me in growing my networks and thus increase my overall social
interaction. I want peoples to join it as it will help them grow in every fields

14

Leading Volunteers



Prerna Mishra
2nd year,CSE

During my ongoing tenure in the National Service Scheme (NSS) at GCECT, I
have the privilege of immersing myself in an enriching experience that greatly
impacts my personal and social growth. The ethos of sharing and community
engagement ingrained in NSS fosters a sense of responsibility and empathy
within me. Through various initiatives, competitions and events, I learned the
importance of discipline in organizing and executing tasks effectively.
Upholding ethical standards is a cornerstone of our activities in all endeavors.

Participation in NSS also plays a pivotal role in shaping my personality. The
collaborative nature of the projects and events improved my communication
skills, helping me interact confidently with diverse groups of people. Moreover,
the challenges and opportunities I have encountered till date has contributed
to the development of qualities like resilience, adaptability, and leadership.
Overall, my experience in NSS is a transformative journey that not only
broadens my perspective but also nurtures essential life qualities that I carry
forward with me.
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Leading Volunteers

Arnab Halder
2nd year,CT

I, Arnab Halder being a member of the National Service Scheme (NSS), under
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Govt. of India have achieved a trans
formative experience. I exposed to community service and social
responsibility, engaging in activities that directly impact society. The sense of
fulfillment and satisfaction from helping others is unparalleled. NSS has also
shaped their personality and character, teaching them selfless service,
discipline, and leadership skills. They have bridged the gap between
educational institutions and the community, gaining firsthand experience and
a deeper understanding of societal challenges. Being a part of NSS, I got the
opportunity to build lifelong friendships and appreciate diverse cultures. I am
feeling very Proud to be an active member of NSS.



NEWSLETTER TEAM

Swagatam Biswas

C O N T E N T  W R I T E R

Ankita Saha

Pijush Nandy Sanju Das

D E S I G N

I L L U S T R A T I O N S  I L L U S T R A T I O N S  
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Events
2022-23



Swami Vivekananda-A role model
for the youth of India

Empowering
Voices

The NSS Unit of GCECT recently orchestrated a
captivating speech-giving ceremony dedicated to
the revered figure of Swami Vivekananda, an iconic
role model for the youth. This event served as a
platform for students to pay homage to Swami
Vivekananda's teachings and ideals. Enthusiastic
participants took the stage, delivering eloquent
speeches that delved into various aspects of Swami
Vivekananda's life and philosophy. As a visionary
leader and a guiding light, he left an indelible mark
on the youth, inspiring them to embrace knowledge,
spirituality, and social responsibility.

The ceremony echoed with echoes of his
wisdom, underlining the importance of
channeling youthful energy into productive
endeavors. Swami Vivekananda's legacy, as
showcased through the impassioned speeches,
exemplifies the spirit of service and
intellectual inquiry that the NSS Unit of GCECT
seeks to foster. This event not only honored a
great luminary but also rekindled his teachings
in the hearts of the youth, propelling them
towards positive transformation.

J A N U A R Y  2 0 2 3



SPECIAL CAMP
MARCH  2023



YOGA DEMONTRATION 

Yogachariya Partha Sarathi Bannerjee's enlightening yoga demonstration left an
indelible mark on the participants of the 7-day special camp organized by the NSS unit
of GCECT. Nestled in the serene vicinity of Loha Patty, the camp aimed to foster holistic
well-being and self-awareness. The 2nd and 3rd days unveiled an engaging yoga
demonstration workshop, drawing eager participation from local children residing near
the campsite.

Under the guidance of Yogachariya Partha Sarathi Bannerjee, the workshop
transcended mere physical exercises, delving into the deeper dimensions of yoga.
Through a seamless blend of postures, breathing techniques, and meditation,
participants were exposed to the profound benefits of yoga. The captivating sessions
not only invigorated the body but also nurtured mental tranquility.

As the sun dipped below the horizon each day, a collective sense of rejuvenation and
positivity enveloped the campsite. The event underscored the transformative power of
yoga, fostering a newfound zeal for embracing a balanced and mindful lifestyle. The
initiative by the NSS unit showcased the potential for such workshops to sow the seeds of
well-being and inner harmony in the hearts of the youth.

BY YOGACHARIYA PARTHA SARATHI BANNERJEE

SPECIAL CAMP
MARCH 2023



SPREADING
CREATIVITY

M A R C H  2 0 2 3

The NSS Unit of GCECT has
orchestrated a remarkable 7-day
special camp in the serene locale of
Loha Patty, adjacent to the college.
This initiative aims to foster community
engagement, learning, and personal
development among the local youth.

One of the highlights of the camp was
the distribution of art materials and
notebooks to the children from the
nearby areas. This act of generosity
not only infused the camp with an
atmosphere of creativity but also
demonstrated the unit's commitment
to holistic growth. The art materials
provide a platform for young minds to
explore and express their artistic
inclinations, while the notebooks
symbolize a gateway to knowledge
and learning.

Through this dual approach of
experiential learning and educational
empowerment, the NSS Unit of GCECT
exemplifies the power of combining
compassion with education. These
small yet significant gestures
undoubtedly contribute to the
betterment of the community and the
holistic development of the children,
echoing the unit's motto of "Not Me,
But You."



Unleashing Imagination
A highlight of the camp was the drawing workshop orchestrated by the enthusiastic
NSS volunteers. Aiming to nurture artistic talents and instill creative confidence, the
volunteers adeptly guided the local children through the basics of drawing. Through
patient guidance and interactive sessions, they helped unlock the children's innate
artistic potential, allowing them to explore and express their imagination on paper.

MARCH 2023

This initiative goes beyond brush
strokes and sketches; it embodies the
spirit of mentorship and
empowerment. By imparting
foundational skills, the NSS Unit of
GCECT not only broadens horizons
but also fosters a sense of
achievement and self-expression
among the young attendees. The
echoes of laughter and the joy of
creation underscore the impact of
such collaborative efforts in shaping
the future of these budding artists.

Canvas of Dreams:A Gallery of Joyful Wonders Crafted by Little Hands



WOMEN'S

ELEVATING VOICES

DAY

GCECT NSS Unit celebrated Women's Day with fervor, hosting an
impactful event. Miss Gitali Bose, a notable figure, graced the
occasion as the speaker. Female students and professors added
their voices, delivering empowering speeches that resonated deeply.
The event spotlighted unity, empowerment, and breaking barriers,
inspiring attendees. It was a testament to the NSS Unit's commitment
to fostering change and recognizing the vital role of women in
society.

MARCH 2023



Free Eye Screening 
Camp

MARCH 2023

In a commendable effort to promote community health and well-being, the
NSS Unit of GCECT collaborated with the Susrut Eye Centre Foundation to
organize an eye-checking camp in the heart of Loha Patty. This endeavor
underscores their commitment to serving the local residents and addressing
crucial healthcare needs. Residents flocked to the camp, eager to have their
eyes checked by the proficient doctors from Susrut Eye Care Foundation. The
camp not only offered a platform for individuals to assess their ocular health
but also highlighted the importance of regular eye examinations in
maintaining optimal vision. This collaborative initiative radiates the spirit of
collective care and awareness. By bringing accessible eye care services to
the doorstep of the community, the NSS Unit of GCECT demonstrated their
dedication to holistic well-being. This endeavor serves as a reminder that small
actions can lead to significant impacts, fostering a healthier and more
informed community.



SURVEY OF YOUTH NOT IN
FORMAL EDUCATION OR NOT

REGULAR EMPLOYMENT

The GCECT NSS Unit's volunteers undertook a significant initiative to better understand the
landscape of youth not engaged in formal education or regular employment. In a survey
spanning Loha Patty and Bidhan Nagar areas, volunteers delved into the lives of these
young individuals. The survey aimed to uncover insights into challenges they face and
opportunities that could foster growth. This commendable effort reflects the NSS Unit's
dedication to addressing critical societal issues and paving the way for transformative
change.

MARCH 2023



EXPLORING UNCHARTED
HORIZONS







PARTICIPATION IN
STATE NSS AWARD
CEREMONY
At the Vidyamandir Auditorium, Belur
Math, the State NSS Awards ceremony
witnessed the presence of our University
Program Officer, Mr. Manik Chandra
Das, Our College Program Officer, Mr.
Bimal Pal, and dedicated volunteers
from 

GCECT's NSS unit. The event,
organized by State NSS and Belur
Math authorities, celebrated the
exceptional community services of
numerous West Bengal students. Their
commitment to bettering society was
acknowledged, inspiring all to
continue fostering positive change.
This collective effort demonstrates the
power of unity in creating impactful
transformations at both local and
statewide levels.

APRIL 2023



VIVEK SAMHATI UTSAV-2023
S T A T E  L E V E L  C E L E B R A T I O N  O N  N A T I O N A L  I N T E G R A T I O N , 2 0 2 3  

Swami Vivekananda’s Legacy Celebrated at Vivek
Samhati Utsav-2023
Vivek Samhati Utsav is a state-level cultural festival that commemorates the life and teachings of Swami Vivekananda, one

of the most influential spiritual leaders of India. The festival is an initiative of the State NSS Cell, Department of Higher

Education, Government of West Bengal, in partnership with various universities and colleges in the state. The festival aims

to inspire the youth to follow the ideals of Swami Vivekananda and to foster national integration, social service, and cultural

diversity.

The Vivek Samhati Utsav-2023 took place on May 22, 2023, at the WBSU Auditorium. The event was inaugurated by the

Hon’ble Governor of West Bengal, Shri Jagdeep Dhankhar, who lauded Swami Vivekananda’s contribution to the nation and

encouraged the students to emulate his vision and values. The event showcased various cultural programs such as music,

dance, drama, quiz, debate, and painting, performed by the NSS volunteers from different institutions. The event also

highlighted the social projects undertaken by the NSS units in various fields such as health, education, environment, and rural

development.

The Vivek Samhati Utsav-2023 was a huge success and received a positive response from the participants and the audience.

The event was also live-streamed on YouTube and reached a large number of viewers across the state and beyond. The event

was a tribute to Swami Vivekananda’s legacy and a celebration of his message of harmony, service, and excellence.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhc8ck46Mq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbMMZ4rPrfI


The cleaning drive not only reinstated a

sense of pride but also symbolized the

institute's commitment to holistic growth. The

event was a powerful reminder that every

individual's contribution, regardless of their

role, is pivotal in nurturing a conducive

learning atmosphere. The unity displayed

during this cleaning drive extends far beyond

tidying up; it reflects a shared endeavor to

cultivate an environment that inspires

excellence and promotes well-being.

Rev iv ing
Radiance

FAUGET

A  d y n a m i c  s p i r i t  o f  u n i t y  a n d  c o m m u n i t y  s e r v i c e  c a m e  a l i v e  a s
t h e  N S S  U n i t  o f  G C E C T  o r c h e s t r a t e d  a  r e s o u n d i n g  c l e a n i n g  d r i v e
t h a t  r e s o n a t e d  w i t h  t h e  e t h o s  o f  c o l l e c t i v e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y .
S t u d e n t s ,  a l o n g s i d e  e s t e e m e d  f i g u r e s  l i k e  t h e  p r i n c i p a l ,
r e g i s t r a r ,  a n d  d e d i c a t e d  s t a f f  m e m b e r s ,  g a t h e r e d  w i t h
u n w a v e r i n g  e n t h u s i a s m  t o  e l e v a t e  t h e  c a m p u s  e n v i r o n m e n t .  T h i s
m o m e n t o u s  e f f o r t  t r a n s f o r m e d  t h e  G C E C T  c a m p u s  i n t o  a  h a v e n  o f
c l e a n l i n e s s  a n d  f r e s h n e s s .  W i t h  b r o o m s  i n  h a n d  a n d
d e t e r m i n a t i o n  i n  t h e i r  h e a r t s ,  p a r t i c i p a n t s  s w e p t  a w a y  c l u t t e r
a n d  r e v i v e d  t h e  b e a u t y  o f  t h e  c a m p u s  s u r r o u n d i n g s .
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Harmonious Celebration
of International Yoga Day

at GCECT

The occasion served as a reminder of the
importance of incorporating yoga into daily
routines, fostering physical flexibility, mental clarity,
and inner tranquility. Amidst the serene campus
surroundings, the event truly captured the essence
of unity and well-being that yoga embodies.
GCECT's NSS unit, through this celebration,
successfully highlighted the transformative power
of yoga, leaving an indelible mark on all
participants and inspiring them to continue their
journey towards a healthier and more balanced
life.

J U N E  2 0 2 3

The International Yoga Day celebration at the Government College of Engineering and
Ceramic Technology (GCECT), organized by the NSS unit, was a resounding success.
The event, led by the esteemed Yogachariya Partha Sarathi Bannerjee, showcased the
profound impact of yoga on holistic well-being. Under the graceful guidance of
Yogachariya Partha Sarathi Bannerjee, participants delved into the world of yoga
mudras, intricate hand gestures that channel energy and promote physical and mental
balance. The event saw a remarkable turnout, with the active participation of Principal
Sir, dedicated teachers, diligent staff members, and enthusiastic students. 



Mati ka naman-veeron ka vandhan is a theme that reflects
the objectives of the Meri Maati Mera Desh initiative,
which is a part of the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, the 77th
anniversary of India’s independence. This initiative aims to
honour the soil and the valour of India, by acknowledging
the martyrs who have laid down their lives for the nation,
and by planting native trees and flowers. The initiative
also involves taking a pledge to follow the five principles
of the Prime Minister, which are: making India self-reliant
and developed by 2047, eliminating any trace of colonial
mindset, celebrating our heritage, strengthening unity and
respecting those who protect the country, and performing
the duties of a citizen. The initiative is a people-led
movement that invites participation from all sections of
society, especially the youth, to express their gratitude and
patriotism towards their motherland. The initiative is a
unique opportunity to connect with our roots and honour
our heroes, and to reaffirm our commitment to India’s
progress and glory.

U N V E I L I N G  T H E  S T O R I E S  O F  F E M A L E  F R E E D O M
F I G H T E R S

PANEL
DISCUSSION

Pledge Taking Ceremony

A U G U S T  2 0 2 3





With a spirit of patriotism and unity, the NSS Unit of GCECT orchestrated a splendid
celebration of the 77th Independence Day. Embracing the theme of "Azadi Ki Amrit
Mahotsab," the event encapsulated the essence of our nation's freedom struggle and
progress.

Amidst vibrant tricolor decorations, students and faculty alike gathered to commemorate
this significant day. The event resonated with fervor as participants engaged in cultural
performances, paying homage to the diversity and resilience of our nation. Thought-
provoking speeches and heartwarming tributes to our freedom fighters underscored the
importance of preserving and cherishing our hard-earned freedom.

This celebration was a vivid reminder that the journey to freedom continues through unity,
awareness, and progress. The NSS Unit's initiative embodies the spirit of service and
nationalism, fostering a deeper understanding of our history and values among the youth.

A U G U S T  2 0 2 3
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                     "Threads of Society"

In the bustling city of Veridona, the threads of society were
woven together by a delicate balance of diversity and unity.
The towering skyscrapers symbolized progress, while the
narrow alleys whispered tales of tradition.

At the heart of Veridona, the Central Plaza bustled with
people from all walks of life. Merchants displayed their
wares, musicians serenaded the crowds, and artists painted
vibrant scenes that reflected the city's soul. Amidst this
vibrant tapestry, there were four distinct characters whose
lives were about to intertwine.

Elena, an ambitious tech entrepreneur, was determined to
revolutionize how people connected. Her innovations led to a
world where distances were bridged by virtual reality, yet she
struggled to find personal connections in her own life

Raj, a street artist, used his murals to voice the silenced
opinions of the marginalized. His vibrant paintings drew
attention to societal issues and ignited conversations that had
long been ignored.

Sophia, an elderly woman, embodied the city's history. She
had witnessed Veridona's evolution from a quaint town to a
metropolis. Her stories served as a reminder that progress
should be accompanied by respect for the past.

Aiden, a compassionate medical intern, tended to the city's
health. He had a knack for listening, which made him a
confidant to many. However, the weight of others' struggles
often took a toll on his own well-being.
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As fate would have it, their paths crossed one rainy evening in
Central Plaza. An unexpected power outage plunged the
bustling square into darkness, and people began to fear the
unknown. But Elena's technology and Raj's artistry converged
to create an impromptu light and sound show, uniting the
crowd in awe and admiration.

Inspired by this unexpected alliance, Elena, Raj, Sophia, and
Aiden collaborated on a project that celebrated Veridona's
past, present, and future. Using Elena's tech, they brought
Sophia's stories to life through augmented reality, making
history tangible for the modern generation. Raj's murals
highlighted both the city's beauty and its challenges,
sparking conversations that led to positive change.

Through their collaboration, the quartet realized that true
progress wasn't just about innovation—it was about
understanding, compassion, and preserving the threads that
connected people across generations. Their project
transformed Central Plaza into a vibrant space where art,
technology, history, and humanity converged.

"Threads of Society" became a symbol of the city's resilience,
reminding everyone that while change was inevitable, the
essence of society was rooted in unity, empathy, and
embracing the diversity that made Veridona truly unique. And
as the threads of society continued to weave and evolve, the
city thrived, stronger and more vibrant than ever before.

Swagatam Biswas,
3rd Year, CSE
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                           নারী 
নারী হল নেরর সহধিম�নী। নারায়ণ হল নেরর পথ�দশ�ক। স�ৃ হল নর এবং
নারীর িমলন। বাইেবল অনসুাের আদম এবং ইেভর িমলেন �তির হেয়িছল
�থম মানষু। সমসামিয়কভােব সম� ধেম�র ��ে�ই �থম প�ুষ এবং �থম
নারীর িমলেন �তির হেয়িছল সম� জগত সংসার। সতুরাং �ধমুা� প�ুষ বা
�ধমুা� নারীর অধীেন  �কান িকছ�ই থােক না। এই সম� জগত সংসার সম�
স�ৃ সম� ত� নর এবং নারীর সমান অিধকােরর কিত�ত।ঈ�রেদর মেধ� �চ�র
নারী রেয়েছন। নারীরাই শি�র অবল�ন শি�র উৎস। প�ুষ জািতর উৎপি�
হেয়েছ নারী শি�র র�ােথ�। �কৃত প�ুেষর উে�শ� হেলা র�া, �কৃত নারীর
উে�শ� হেলা স�ৃ। এটা আমরা খবু সহেজই �মলােত পাির আমােদর িহ�ু
ধেম�র উৎস বাবা িব�নাথ ও মা পাব�তীর মাধ�েম ।মাতা পাব�তী, সকল শি�র
উৎস িতিন শি�র এক িমিলত স�ার। বাবা  িব�নাথ হেলন মাতা পাব�তীর
�ধান র�া কত� া। সম� স�ৃ বাবা িব�নােথর ই�া অনসুাের হয়। সম� �ংস
ও তার ইে�েতই হয়। িক�উপেরা� সকল  িস�াে�র মলূ পরামশ�দাতা হেলন
মাতা পাব�তী । একটা �� ইিতমেধ�ই ই�ারেনট দিুনয়ায় খবু জনি�য়। �য
নারী আটকায় িকেস। এর উপয�ু উ�র হল নারীেক আটকায় এমন �মতা
এখেনা �কােনা িকছ�র মেধ� �নই।। নারী অপরােজও অদম� ।নারী �ধমুা�
িনেজর ইে�র কােছ আটকায়। ভ�- ভারেতর তথা �গাটা পিৃথবীেত এ �হনও
�কান শি� �নই যা এক� নারীেক আটকােত পাের। তেব হঁ�া নারীেক এক�
�কৃত নারী হেত হেব। এই �কৃত নারীর অসীম অপার  �মতা সময় ধারা তথা
িবে�র সম� িনয়মেক বদেল িদেত পাের। আর নারী ভগবােনর এমন এক স�ৃ
�য নারীই পাের দশভ�জা হেয় চািরিদক সামলােত, এই নারী �ােণর স�ৃ কের।
একজন নারীর মেধ�ই থােক �কৃত মা �কৃত �বান  �কৃত �ী। নারী ব�তীত
দিুনয়া অচল। তেব বত�মান যেুগ এরকম উপয�ু নারীর সিত�ই খবু অভাব
�দখা �গেছ। হয়েতা উপয�ু নারী আেছ িক� অনপুেযািগতার �ভােব এরা
আজ �� �ায়। পিৃথবী নারী এবং প�ুেষর িমলেনই �তির। এবং আমােদর
উিচত এই উপেযািগতা সব�দা বজায় রাখা।

Debarshi Biswas,
2nd year,CT
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Once upon a time in a bustling city, there were people of all
backgrounds and walks of life. Among them were the rich and
the poor, living side by side. Some lived in grand houses with
lavish gardens, while others dwelled in modest apartments.
Despite their differences, they all shared the same community.
In this city, there was a park where people gathered to enjoy
their leisure time. There, children from different backgrounds
played together on the swings, slides, and merry-go-round. It
was a place where friendships were formed without
considering who had more or less.
One day, a young girl named Maya, whose family lived in a
modest apartment, approached a group of kids playing on the
swings. Among them was Lucas, who came from a well-off
family and lived in a big house. Maya felt nervous but decided
to introduce herself and ask if she could join in the fun.
Lucas smiled and welcomed Maya to play with them. They all
took turns on the swings, laughed, and shared stories. As time
passed, the other kids realized that they were having just as
much fun with Maya as they did with each other. The day flew
by, and everyone had made a new friend.
The next day, at the park, Maya saw Lucas sitting alone on a
bench, looking upset. She approached him and asked what
was wrong. Lucas explained that some kids from his
neighborhood didn't want to play with Maya because she lived
in a smaller apartment. Maya listened empathetically and
shared a similar experience of being treated unfairly in the
past.
Maya then invited Lucas to join her as they approached the
other kids who were excluding her. Together, they explained
that it didn't matter where someone lived or how much money
they had; what truly mattered was how they treated each
other and the memories they created together.

Everyone's Worth: A Story About
Treating Others Fairly
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As the kids listened to Maya and Lucas, they began to realize
the importance of kindness, understanding, and acceptance.
Slowly but surely, the barriers that had once separated them
began to crumble. From that day on, the park became a
symbol of unity and equality, where everyone was treated
with respect, regardless of their financial circumstances.

The story of Maya and Lucas spread throughout the city,
inspiring people to look beyond material differences and see
the value in every individual. Over time, the city's residents
started to work together to create programs that helped
bridge the gap between rich and poor, ensuring that
everyone had equal opportunities and access to education,
healthcare, and resources.

And so, in this city, the discrimination between the rich and
the poor gradually faded away, replaced by a community
that embraced diversity and valued each person for their
character and contributions.

Swagatam Biswas,
3rd Year,CSE
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                                            "�মােদর গরব, �মােদর আশা, আ-মির বাংলা ভাষা"

অধুনা সমােজর যিদ উ�ততম ও �যুি�গত জীব ল�� করা যায় তেব তা মানুষ ব�তীত অন� �কােনা জীব �য
নয়, তঁা িনঃসে�েহ বলা যায়। মানুেষর কথাবলার ধরন, কাঠােমা �ভৃিত �দেখ মানুষ�র ব�ি�� পিরচয়, চির�
িবচার ইত�ািদ জানা যায়। ঘটনা�র পূন�া� িবে�ষেণ �কাশ পায় 'ভাষা'। �দশ, মহােদশ, উপজািত, ধম�
িনিব�েশেষ ভাষার িভ�তা ল�� হয়; এর মূল কারণ মানুেষর 'মাতৃভাষা'। মানুষ জ�সূে� �স ভাষা তার মা-বাবা,
আ�ীয়-পিরজনেদর মুেখ মুেখ �েন িবনা আয়ােম �শেখ তাই হল 'মাতৃভাষা'। মাতৃভাষা আয়ও করার জন�
মানুষেক �কােন ক�সাধ� �নালী �েয়াগ করেত হয় না। একজন ব�ি�র যিদ িনর�রতা �মািনত করা হয়;
তেব এইট�কু �জার িদেয় বলা যায় ব�ি�র মাতৃভাষা' - �ান আেছ।

এখন আমরা যিদ ভাষা তথা মাতৃভাষার কথা বিল তেব �থম আেস মা আমােদর িনেজেদর ভাষা কী? উ�র
হেব 'বাংলা ভাষা', হঁ�া, আমরা বাঙািল; আমােদর মাতৃভাষা বাংলা। ভারেতর মেধ� পি�মব�, আসাম ও
িবহােরর সংল� অ�ল এবং বাংলা �দেশর �ায় সম� অিধবাসীরা বাংলা ভাষায় কথা বেল ; কারন, তােদর ও
আমােদর মাতৃভাষ বাংলা। বত�মান সমােজ তথা িবে� ব�ভাষী  মানুেষর সংখ�া �ষােলা �কা�র উপর। সুতরাং,
অবশ�ই বলা যায় �য, বাংলা ভাষাভাষী মানব সংখ�া ব� এবং জনি�য়তা ব�াপক, �যেকােনা ভাষারই, ঐ�য�
এবং উ�িত সব�দা িনভ� র কের ভাষার �কাশ�মতা, শ� সংখ�া, লািলত� এবং সািহত� স�ােরর উপর। সুতরাং
এর �থেকই বাংলা ভাষার জন ি�য়তার �মাণ �মেল। অন�িদক �থেক | বাংলা ভাষা �স কতটা পুরােনা তার
�মাণ �মেল, আনুমািনক এক হাজার বছর আেগর িফের পাওয়া চয�াপেদর পুঁিথ �থেক। তাই একজন বাঙালী
�য বাংলা ব�তীত অন� �কােনা ভাষােক মাতৃভাষা বেল গন� করেব না, এতট�কু িনি�ত।

ঘটনা �য এখােনই �শষ নাম তা পূেব�ই বেলিছ ; কারন মানুষ হল উ�ত ও �যুি�চাত ; তাই আধুিনক সমােজর
�েত�েকই �ায় িনেজেদর মাতৃভাষার (বাংলা) পাশাপািশ ইংরাজী ভাষােক, িনেজেদর সম�য় মাধ�ম,
কেথাপকথন মাধ�ম, �লখার মাধ�ম িহসােব �বেছ িনেয়েছ। ইংেরজীর �িত মানুেষর তথা বাঙালী-�দর
আকষ�ন �বিশর ভাগ ��ে�ই, ঔপিনেবিশক উ�রািধকার-জািনত ছ� আিভজােতর �বাধ, পাশাপািশ �তা
চাকিরর বাজার আেছই । স�িত ল�� করা �গেছ, �য, বাঙািলেদর মেধ� স�ানেক �ছােটা বয়স �থেকই
ইংরাজী মাধ�েমর �� ল �িলেত ভিত�  করা হয়, যার ফেল বা�ারা যখন িশ�াগত মাধ�েম থােক তখন িনজ মাতৃ
ভাষার মাধ�ম (এে�ে� 'বাংলা'-�ক) পুেরাপুির �েয়াগ করেত পাের না; মাতৃভাষ -গত িদক �থেক
অস�ূণ�তা ল�� করা যায়। বত�মান সুেগ ন�ই শতাংেশর �বিশ, মাধ�ম িহসােব ইংরাজী মাধ�ম �বেছ িনেয়েছ
এবং িনরান�ই শতাংেশর �বিশ মানুষ কমেবিশ ইংরাজী জােন। িচিকৎসািবদ�া, তথ��যুি�, পাবিলক
িব�িবদ�ালয় - এর �বিশর ভাগই িনেজেদর মাধ�ম ��প ইংরাজী মাধ�ম �বেছ িনেয়েছ। এখন, ইংরাজী
মাধ�েমর এত চািহদার িদক �থেক �কউ যিদ ইংরাজী মাধ�মেক সম�য় মাধ�ম িহসােব �বেছ �নয় তা �কােনা
�কার অপরাধ মূলক ঘটনা নয় ; িক� মাতৃভাষার �যৗি�কতার িদক �থেক এ� তখনই অপরাধ যখন ব�ি�
িনজ মাতৃভাষােক অ�ীকার কের, অপমান কের। উদাহরণ ��প আমরা ল�� করেলই �দখেত পাের �ামী
িবেবকান�, সুভাষ চ� বসু, রবী�নাথ ঠাকুর-�ক সারা মাতৃভাষায় র� হেয়ও অধুনা ভাষা ইংরাজীেক �কবল
ততট�কু ব�বহার কেরেছন যতট�কু সমােজ দরকার আধুিনক সমাজ িশ�াগত িদক �থেক ইংরাজী মাধ�েম
কতটা এিগেয় তার �মাণ কি�উটার, �মাবাইল �ভৃিত মাধ�েম পাওয়া �গেলও, মাতৃভাষা বাংলা হল
আমােদর িচরস�ী মাধ�ম। সুতরাং, িনিব�েশেষ এট�কু বলা যায় �স মাতৃভাষােক পূণ� ময�দা সহ ব�বহার করেত
হেব; �স �যেকােনা মাতৃভাষাই �হাক না �কন, (বাংলা, ইংরাজী, িহি�, �তেল�, তািমল, ক�ড় �ভৃিত) কারণ
এই মাতৃভাষার ��� তথ� �াসি�কতা িবচার কেরই �েত�ক বছর একুেশ �ফ�য়ারী আ�জািত�ক মাতৃভাষা
িদবস পালন হয়; যার ফেল �েত�েকর িনজ িনজ মাতৃভাষার �যৗি�কতা পুণ��েপ �কাশ পায়।এখন আমরা
যিদ ভাষা তথা মাতৃভাষার কথা বিল তেব �থম আেস মা আমােদর িনেজেদর ভাষা কী? 

িব�ািয়ত সমােজ মাতৃভাষার �াসি�কতা



উ�র হেব 'বাংলা ভাষা', হঁ�া, আমরা বাঙািল; আমােদর মাতৃভাষা বাংলা। ভারেতর মেধ� পি�মব�, আসাম
ও িবহােরর সংল� অ�ল এবং বাংলা �দেশর �ায় সম� অিধবাসীরা বাংলা ভাষায় কথা বেল ; কারন,
তােদর ও আমােদর মাতৃভাষ বাংলা। বত�মান সমােজ তথা িবে� ব�ভাষী  মানুেষর সংখ�া �ষােলা �কা�র
উপর। সুতরাং, অবশ�ই বলা যায় �য, বাংলা ভাষাভাষী মানব সংখ�া ব� এবং জনি�য়তা ব�াপক, �যেকােনা
ভাষারই, ঐ�য� এবং উ�িত সব�দা িনভ� র কের ভাষার �কাশ�মতা, শ� সংখ�া, লািলত� এবং সািহত�
স�ােরর উপর। সুতরাং এর �থেকই বাংলা ভাষার জন ি�য়তার �মাণ �মেল। অন�িদক �থেক | বাংলা ভাষা
�স কতটা পুরােনা তার �মাণ �মেল, আনুমািনক এক হাজার বছর আেগর িফের পাওয়া চয�াপেদর পুঁিথ
�থেক। তাই একজন বাঙালী �য বাংলা ব�তীত অন� �কােনা ভাষােক মাতৃভাষা বেল গন� করেব না, এতট�কু
িনি�ত।
ঘটনা �য এখােনই �শষ নাম তা পূেব�ই বেলিছ ; কারন মানুষ হল উ�ত ও �যুি�চাত ; তাই আধুিনক সমােজর
�েত�েকই �ায় িনেজেদর মাতৃভাষার (বাংলা) পাশাপািশ ইংরাজী ভাষােক, িনেজেদর সম�য় মাধ�ম,
কেথাপকথন মাধ�ম, �লখার মাধ�ম িহসােব �বেছ িনেয়েছ। ইংেরজীর �িত মানুেষর তথা বাঙালী-�দর
আকষ�ন �বিশর ভাগ ��ে�ই, ঔপিনেবিশক উ�রািধকার-জািনত ছ� আিভজােতর �বাধ, পাশাপািশ �তা
চাকিরর বাজার আেছই । স�িত ল�� করা �গেছ, �য, বাঙািলেদর মেধ� স�ানেক �ছােটা বয়স �থেকই
ইংরাজী মাধ�েমর �� ল �িলেত ভিত�  করা হয়, যার ফেল বা�ারা যখন িশ�াগত মাধ�েম থােক তখন িনজ
মাতৃ ভাষার মাধ�ম (এে�ে� 'বাংলা'-�ক) পুেরাপুির �েয়াগ করেত পাের না; মাতৃভাষ -গত িদক �থেক
অস�ূণ�তা ল�� করা যায়। বত�মান সুেগ ন�ই শতাংেশর �বিশ, মাধ�ম িহসােব ইংরাজী মাধ�ম �বেছ িনেয়েছ
এবং িনরান�ই শতাংেশর �বিশ মানুষ কমেবিশ ইংরাজী জােন। িচিকৎসািবদ�া, তথ��যুি�, পাবিলক
িব�িবদ�ালয় - এর �বিশর ভাগই িনেজেদর মাধ�ম ��প ইংরাজী মাধ�ম �বেছ িনেয়েছ। এখন, ইংরাজী
মাধ�েমর এত চািহদার িদক �থেক �কউ যিদ ইংরাজী মাধ�মেক সম�য় মাধ�ম িহসােব �বেছ �নয় তা �কােনা
�কার অপরাধ মূলক ঘটনা নয় ; িক� মাতৃভাষার �যৗি�কতার িদক �থেক এ� তখনই অপরাধ যখন ব�ি�
িনজ মাতৃভাষােক অ�ীকার কের, অপমান কের। উদাহরণ ��প আমরা ল�� করেলই �দখেত পাের �ামী
িবেবকান�, সুভাষ চ� বসু, রবী�নাথ ঠাকুর-�ক সারা মাতৃভাষায় র� হেয়ও অধুনা ভাষা ইংরাজীেক
�কবল ততট�কু ব�বহার কেরেছন যতট�কু সমােজ দরকার আধুিনক সমাজ িশ�াগত িদক �থেক ইংরাজী
মাধ�েম কতটা এিগেয় তার �মাণ কি�উটার, �মাবাইল �ভৃিত মাধ�েম পাওয়া �গেলও, মাতৃভাষা বাংলা হল
আমােদর িচরস�ী মাধ�ম। সুতরাং, িনিব�েশেষ এট�কু বলা যায় �স মাতৃভাষােক পূণ� ময�দা সহ ব�বহার করেত
হেব; �স �যেকােনা মাতৃভাষাই �হাক না �কন, (বাংলা, ইংরাজী, িহি�, �তেল�, তািমল, ক�ড় �ভৃিত) কারণ
এই মাতৃভাষার ��� তথ� �াসি�কতা িবচার কেরই �েত�ক বছর একুেশ �ফ�য়ারী আ�জািত�ক মাতৃভাষা
িদবস পালন হয়; যার ফেল �েত�েকর িনজ িনজ মাতৃভাষার �যৗি�কতা পুণ��েপ �কাশ পায়।
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Kartik Das,
3rd year, IT
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Enjoy A Good Society 
What is a good society?

Is it one where everyone is free
To pursue their dreams and goals

Without fear or barriers or controls?

Is it one where everyone is equal
In rights and dignity and legal

Protection from oppression and injustice
And access to education and justice?

Is it one where everyone is kind
To each other and to those who find

Themselves in need or in despair
And offer them compassion and care?

Is it one where everyone is responsible
For their actions and their impact on the global

Environment and the common good
And strive to do the best they could?

Is it one where everyone is diverse
In culture and identity and verse

And celebrate their differences and similarities
And learn from each other's experiences and abilities?

Is it one where everyone is united
In a common vision and a common spirit

And work together for a better future
And a better world for every creature?

A good society is not a utopia
It is not a dream or a fantasy
It is a possibility and a reality

If we all do our part and act with humanity.
Sanju Das,

2nd year, CT
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In a world where hope can fade,
Youth rise up, unafraid.

With hearts of gold and hands that mend,
They sow the seeds of change, my friend.

Through selfless acts and endless care,
They build a future beyond compare.

In every corner, in every nook,
Youth's kindness shines like a radiant book.

Encouraging others to take a stand,
They hold out a supportive hand.

Empowering voices, sparking dreams,
They light up the path with hopeful beams.

With passion burning, they inspire the old,
A story of unity, waiting to be told.

Social works by youth, a force so true,
Changing the world, one act at a time through.

So let's cheer them on, with love and pride,
For their spirit can't be denied.
In their efforts, we find the key,

To a better world, for you and me.

Radient Youth

Pijush Nandy,
2nd year, CT
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Prerna Mishra,
2nd Year, CT

Prerna Mishra,
2nd Year, CT
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Sanju Das,
2nd year, CT

Arkabrata Chandra,
3rd year, IT 
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Our Nation is celebrating
“Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsab’’ as
we have completed the 75th
Independence Day in 2022.
Independence Day is being
celebrated magnificently
throughout the country.
National Flag is being hosted
every houses, institutions,
everywhere. 

People are buying flags of different sizes, tricolor
themed band, clothes, balloons etc. But are we really
giving respect towards our Nation, our National Flag!?
Do we truly understand the significant of this day, the
hardship, the pain our forefathers had to pay for that
day to come? All those sacrifices of our freedom fighters
who fought for this Independence Day!

Just after a day or two we
find those flags at the
roadside or kept
indifferently. As if it’s just a
trend to buy those flags and
stuffs during Independence
Day only! Just a mere
showoff! Swagatam Biswas,

3rd year, CSE
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Swagatam Biswas,
3rd Year, CSE

The ability for some
individuals to waste excess
food while others struggle to
access regular meals is a
reflection of disparities in
wealth, resources, and
opportunities. 

This discrepancy underscores
the importance of addressing
issues like poverty, unequal
distribution of resources, and
raising awareness about food
waste. 

Efforts to reduce food
waste and improve access
to basic necessities can
contribute to creating a
more equitable and just
society.
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The Persistence of Memory

The Persistence of Memory is a
surreal painting by Salvador Dali
that depicts a distorted and
dreamlike scene with melting
clocks and other objects. The
painting represents the fluidity
and relativity of time, as well as
the artist’s subconscious state.
The painting also explores
various themes and
associations, such as travel,
knowledge, life, decay, and
death. The painting challenges
the viewer’s perception of
reality and invites them to enter
Dali’s imaginative world.

Sanju Das,
2nd year,CT

It is a name that reflects
the main theme and
message of the painting,
which is to advocate for
peace and justice in the
world. The name also
captures the mood and tone
of the painting, which is
warm and vibrant. The
name also suggests a
contrast between the
peacefulness of the protest
and the chaos of the world.
The name is simple and
catchy, making it easy to
remember and understand.

Peaceful Protest



HEY, YOU!

FUN TIME



Across
2. The father of the Indian nuclear program.

8. The first woman to receive the Bharat Ratna,
India's highest civilian honor.

10. The scientist who discovered the Rhesus factor
in blood.

Word Game
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The first Indian to win the Nobel Prize in Physics.1.
3. The ancient city on the banks of the Ganges, also

known as Varanasi.
4. The capital of Rajasthan, known for its pink buildings.
5. The hill station in Maharashtra, famous for its caves

and sculptures.
6. the monument in Delhi that commemorates the

soldiers who died in World War I and Afghan Wars.
7. The UNESCO World Heritage Site in Madhya

Pradesh, known for its rock-cut temples and erotic
sculptures.

9. The mathematician who made contributions to
number theory, infinite series, and continued fractions. 

Down
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Sudoku



National
Events
 2023 
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Pravasi Bhartiya Divas

9 January commemorates the
return of Mahatma Gandhi from
South Africa to India in 1915. To
mark this day, the tradition of
celebrating Pravasi Bharatiya
Divas (PBD) started in 2003. 

1st PBD Convention was organised on 9
January 2003 to mark the contribution of the
overseas Indian community to the
development of India.
Since 2015, under a revised format, PBD
Convention has been organised once every 2
years.
The 17th PBD Convention was held from 8 – 10
January 2023 in Indore, Madhya Pradesh. The
theme of the 17th PBD was "Diaspora: Reliable
Partners for India's Progress in Amrit Kaal".
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Pravasi Bhartiya Divas

Deligate from
China, Mrs. Waichu

Deligate from Nigeria,
Dr. Wasi

Gujrat Minister, Dr. Bima
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Pravasi Bhartiya Divas

Delicates of West Bengal

Group Photo of PBD
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National Integration
Camp 2023 (KERALA)

NATIONAL INTEGERATION CAMPS gives youths an exposure to
different traditions and culture of people living in INDIA. This imparts
a quality of understanding people in a youth. As a result youths can
understand that ‘Unity in Diversity’ is surely possible and can take
steps towards making this dream into a living reality. This teaches a
youth how to easily adapt with different types of people having
different traditions, languages and religions. While other camps
focuses on social service, all religions prayer, discussion on
important issues, learning each other’s language, etc., this camp
focuses on cultural activities. The main aim of this camp is to teach
youths that how to live in a community. All youths participate in the
camp and different types of cultural activities are conducted such
as quizzes, skid, cultural dances etc. This camp will help overcome
the religious and cultural gaps among different states of India.
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National Integration
Camp
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National Integration
Camp
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National Integration
Camp
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National Integration
Camp
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National Integration
Camp
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National Integration
Camp



Our Social Media 

nssgcectofficial383@gmail.com

@nssgcectofficial383

@nssgcectofficial

@nssgcectofficial

@nssgcect  *

@nss gcectofficial



Facebook :
https://www.facebook.com/11396254178

3281/posts/113969821782553/?
substory_index=336821835364474&mibex

tid=rS40aB7S9Ucbxw6v

Instagram :
https://www.instagram.com/invites/con

tact/?
i=tucg9047b9ix&utm_content=rznsi7f

Threads :
https://www.threads.net/@nssgcectoffici

al

Linkedin :
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nss-

gcectofficial-2a9a67285

Twitter :
https://twitter.com/nssgcect?

t=5p6rtu5J1SQp7q3R5hBj0A&s=08
01
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